
Officer Gillies stated Officer Geere placed Officer Dahlquist into his (Gillies) 

squad and at that time, Officer Dahlquist had put his gun away. He did not 

actuall3h see him holster his handgun, only that he saw that it wasn't in its 

holster, then he (Gillies) turned his back to open the passenger door of his 

squad, and then he saw that Officer Dahlquist's gun was holstered. 

Officer Gillies did not hear Sgt. Warnberg order Officer Dahlquist to de-cock 

and holster his handgun, but he does state that Sgt. Warnberg told him that he 

had to tell Officer Dahlquist to de-cock his gun and put it away two separate 

times. 

Officer Gillies informed Sgt. Warnberg that when he arrived, Officer 

Dahlquist still had his gun out and the hammer was back. 

Regarding the scene being Code 4, Officer Gillies believed it was Code 4 

because upon arriving, he saw that neither Officer Geere nor Sgt. Warnberg 

had their gun out. He saw Officer Dahlquist with his gun out and wasn't sure 

if he should have his own gun out. He considered the scene Code 4 and 

described it as such because the dog was under control (the owner was on top.

of the dog) and the people at the scene weren't causing any problems. Officer 

Gillies thought that if the dog was really violent, Officer Geere and Sgt. 

Warnberg would have had their guns out and pointed at the dog, but they did 

not. 

When asked where everyone was located at the scene, Officer Gillies stated he 

pulled his squad in behind Officer Geere's. He was east of the incident house 

by the driveway. Sgt. Warnberg was on the sidewalk in front of the house by 
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the main sidewalk leading up to the front door of the house. Officer Dahlquist 

was approximately 10 feet behind Sgt. Warnberg, by Sgt. Warnberg's squad, 

with his gun out. Officer Dahlquist's bike was in the driveway, east of the 

sidewalk. They were all on the north side of 44th Ave. N. and James. 

When asked specifically what Officer Dahlquist was doing upon his arrival, 

Officer Gillies said Officer Dahlquist was standing behind Sgt. Wamberg with 

his gun out and the hammer back and he had it down to the right side of his 

leg. 

On Officer Dahlquist's demeanor, Officer Gillies commented that Officer 

Dahlquist's demeanor was more of "that he didn't shoot a dog, like he shot 

somebody or killed somebody...He was just like in a, like a thousand yard 

stare and he had his gun out with the hammer still back, he hadn't de-cocked 

and he just seemed not, not to be in the present moment right then and there." 

Officer Gillies expressed confusion, that he couldn't figure out why you have 

a sergeant and another officer there that don't have their guns out and Officer 

Dahlquist still had his gun out with the hammer back. 

Officer Gillies stated he didn't talk to Officer Dahlquist nor did he (Dahlquist) 

make any comments about his involvement in the incident or any comments 

that would have led Officer Gillies to believe the scene wasn't Code 4. 

- Officer Gillies stated that he did not know for a fact whether or not Officer 

Dahlquist had been attacked or bitten by the dog nor did he know if Officer 

Dahlquist had suffered injuries during the incident, but stated he didn't believe 
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so because at no time did Officer Dahlquist request an ambulance or medical 

attention. 

- At the conclusion of his statement, when asked if there was anything he 

wanted to add, Officer Gillies discussed concern he had regarding Officer 

Dahlquist's response and demeanor regarding this incident 13.43 

For complete details regarding those comments, see Pages 7 thru 9 of 

Officer Gillies' Q & A Statement. 

Statement of Officer Michael Geere 

Officer Michael Geere was interviewed for this investigation at the MPD Internal Affairs 

Unit on October 29th, 2012. Officer Geere has been with the Minneapolis Police 

Department since 03/24/1996 and was assigned as a 4th Precinct 13.43 Officer 

when this investigation was assigned. He is currently in a temporary assignment with the 

The following is a summary of Officer Geere's statement 

taken by Sgt. Montgomery and shall not be considered verbatim unless indicted by the 

use of quotations: 

- Officer Geere was working as an able officer assigned to Squad 426 on 

10/09/2012. 

At approximately 0930 hours, Officer Geere heard over the radio Officer 

Dahlquist state that he had been attacked by a dog and needed another car. He 

responded to Officer Dahlquist's location and observed Officer Dahlquist on 

the north sidewalk in front of 1616 44th Ave. N. 
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Officer Dahlquist's back was turned towards him and his (Dahlquist's) gun 

was out, pointed at a black male on the ground holding a dog. 

Officer Geere observed another black male 4 feet to the right of Officer 

Dahlquist. This black male appeared agitated and was yelling at Officer 

Dahlquist as Officer Geere was arriving in his squad. Officer Geere observed 

this male take two steps forward towards Officer Dahlquist, who then pushed 

the male in the chest region with his right hand, causing the male to fall to the 

ground. 

At the time of his observation of Officer Dahlquist pointing his gun at the 

male on the ground, Officer Geere did not observe Sgt. Warnberg. 

Officer Geere stated he was the first squad to arrive on scene. He did not 

know when Sgt. Warnberg or Officer Gillies arrived on scene stating he was 

dealing with the male (combative) that had been pushed down by Officer 

Dahlquist. 

Officer Geere stated he was the first responding officer at the scene and that 

Sgt. Warnberg was not there at the time when he himself observed Officer 

Dahlquist pointing his gun at the male holding the dog. 

Officer Geere did not hear Sgt. Warnberg give the order to Officer Dahlquist, 

to de-cock and holster his handgun. 

Officer Geere stated he could see that Officer Dahlquist was "still spun up" as 

he had just been attacked by a dog. He placed Officer Dahlquist in the front 

passenger's seat of Officer Gillies' squad. 
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Officer Geere said Officer Dahlquist's demeanor prior to being seated in 

Officer Gillies' squad "was focused on the threat of the dog." 

When asked what comments Officer Dahlquist made that made him believe 

the scene was not Code 4 upon his arrival, he said he asked Officer Dahlquist 

"what do you got here?" and then Officer Dahlquist told him "That dog 

fucking attacked me...that dog attacked me." 

Officer Geere said it was determined that Officer Dahlquist was attacked by 

the dog but he did not know if Officer Dahlquist had received any injuries 

from the dog attack. 

At the conclusion of the interview, Officer Geere stated that he was seated in 

his squad dealing with the male that had been pushed to the ground, when Sgt. 

Warnberg was there, that he didn't see or hear what went on between Officer 

Dahlquist and Sgt. Warnberg. He also stated that he did not see Sgt. 

Warnberg in the direct line of fire while Officer Dahlquist was pointing his 

hand gun at the male lying on the ground with the dog. 

Statement of Sergeant Kent Warnberg 

Sergeant Kent Warnberg was interviewed for this investigation at the MPD Internal 

Affairs Unit on October 3e, 2012. Sergeant Warnberg has been with the Minneapolis 

Police Department since 01/16/1989, and was assigned as a 4th Precinct 13.43 - Personnel Data 

Supervisor when this investigation was assigned. He is currently a 4th Precinct 

Supervisor. The following is a summary of Officet Geere's statement taken by 
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Sgt. Montgomery and shall not be considered verbatim unless indicted by the use of 

quotations: 

On 10/09/2012, at approximately 0930 hours, Sgt. Warnberg was responding 

to a burglary in progress when he heard over the radio Officer Scott Dahlquist 

yell/scream out "I'm being attacked by a dog." 

Sgt. Warnberg responded to Officer Dahlquist's location at 1616 44th Ave. N. 

and believed he was the first squad to arrive on scene. He said he was coming 

in from the west, but that another squad was coming in from the east at the 

same time. Sgt. Warnberg was focused on Officer Dahlquist upon his arrival. 

Upon his arrival, Sgt. Warnberg observed Officer Dahlquist standing on the 

north side of the street and his firearm was out, pointing it at a black male 

bending over a brown pit bull, approximately 10 to 12 feet from Officer 

Dahlquist. A second black male was to the right of Officer Dahlquist lying 

down on the sidewalk. 

After exiting his squad, Sgt. Warnberg observed the scene and to him it 

appeared Code 4, but he wasn't sure as Officer Dahlquist had his gun out. He 

walked up to Officer Dahlquist and asked "Are you okay?" Officer 

Dahlquist's yelled at him "I'm okay! I'm going to kill that dog!" Sgt. 

Warnberg stated that at that time he didn't see any immediate threat or danger 

because the male who he (Dahlquist) was pointing his firearm at was bent 

over the dog, protecting it. 

Sgt. Warnberg stated that no one at the scene when he arrived was saying 

anything, only that Officer Dahlquist was screaming "I'm gonna kill that 
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